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◉ ZAN PAR
Unknown and unusual ritual objects in India and in
the Himalayas to replace the sacrifices

The zan par are rituals objects that we can
find in Tibet, in the Yunnan, in Nepal, in
Bhutan, in the Indian states of the Himalayas…
Effectively, the zan par are used in all the
areas where the Bön and Buddhist cults
are practiced.
In these areas, where the demons and the
maleficent entities are omnipresent, it is
necessary to protect itself from their crimes in any case possible.
The gods expect the veneration by the
inhabitants otherwise they might occur to
them brutally.
In the antiquity when a problem was set,
the solution was to make the sacrifice of
animals that could involve hundred of
heads. In cases in which the ritual has had
something to do with particularly important
personages, human beings sacrificials are
also recorded.
The arrival of buddhism has attenuated to
the importance of these sacrifices replacing them with alternatives offerings.
These offers are the torma, a sort of gifts
that are offer to the invoked entities.
To a basic structure, one applies prints of
paste often made up of barley flour roasted, sometimes also of rice flour following
the agricultural context, mixed with water,
butter…

These impressions are modeled on a piece of offers carved wood, effigies of divinities and demons, all destined to honor
these entities, in order to calm their anger
that provokes the perturbations in the daily
life of the attacked person.
The demons are numberless in the region.
Even if the figures are theoretical, and naturally all the demons are not named,
groups composed from more than 100.000
demons can be found. And these groups
are many, so numerous even as from one
author to another many variants can be
found.
The demons are responsible for multiple
crimes, between the others the diseases.
Michel Peissel during his travel to the
Mantang, little kingdom in the north of
Nepal, met the doctor Tashi Tsuchan who
informed him that exist 1420 malignant
demons that are authors of 424 diseases
attributable to as much species of worms,
with 15 responsible demons of the children's diseases.
In order to cure his patient the doctor has
made two orders: one to administer a medicine, the other one to indicate the nature
of the demon in charge of the disease for
the local lama, so that he can put into effect an exorcism ritual according to the
nature of the same one: this ritual made
up of a torma adorned of impressions
created by a zan par.
These zan par can have multiple configurations according to the demons who rage
locally. The expert, must therefore have an
important panoply of these objects for
being able to tackle to all the possible cases. Some times the zan par was elaborated just for a single ritual.
Mainly carved in the wood, we rarely find
the zan par also in bone, ivory, metal and
also soapstone.

The wood is rare in some regions of Tibet
and the transport is laborious, so the carvers take the local woods; for this reason
we find a great variety.
The quality of the sculpture is very variable according to the social position of the
requester. However we can see a great
freedom of interpretation in the execution.
For the realization of thankas (paintings)
or the sculptures representatives of the
divinity, like the Buddha, the artists are
held to respect the precise canons, in order to avoid that the divinity is felt insulted.
In the case of the zan par that kind of exigences does not exist, so the carver has
all the freedom in the creation of the representations.
The exorcism rituals are also practiced by
the shamans, in particular in Nepal, like
those which have been protagonists of the
exhibition on the shamanism of the Nepal
here at the Magazzino del Caffè. However
it does not seem that rituals using zan par
are practiced by them.
François Pannier
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